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1.1 Rgyalrongic languages and the Brag-dbar dialect of Situ
Rgyalrong
• A subgroup of the Burmo-Qiangic branch of the Sino-Tibetan family,
are spoken in the Western Sichuan Province of China.
• Polysynthetic languages; rich verbal morphology.











• Associated motion (henceforth am), first described in some Australian
languages (Koch, 1984; Wilkins, 1991).
• Grammatical morphemes (affixes, clitics, etc.) that associate a motion
co-event to the event denoted by the verb (Wilkins, 1991).
∗Glosses follow the Leipzig rules, to which the following are added: I stem I, II stem
II, I’ stem I’, II’ stem II’, autoben autobenefactive cisloc cislocative, dis distal, fac
factual, ego egophoric, ifr inferential, inv inverse, prox proximal, sens sensory, tame
tense-aspect-modality-evidentiality, transloc translocative.








• An under-reported phenomenon in Sino-Tibetan, in which highly di-
verse systems are found (Jacques et al., 2018).
1.2 Levels of complexity of the AM systems
• Guillaume (2016): levels of complexity of the AM systems – Contin-










• Motion-cum-purpose (Guillaume, 2006; Lamarre et al., Manuscript):
am systems involving purpose encoding. e.g. Northern Mandarin
(Lamarre, Manuscript); etc.
• Typology of the spatial event encoding systems (Guillaume, 2006)
Directional Motion-cum-purpose AM
Motion - + +
Purpose - + +/-
– Motion-prior-action temporal sequence and volitional verbs (see
section 3.2).
1.4 Associated motion in Rgyalrong languages
• The only group in Sino-Tibetan having devoted am markers, distin-
guished from the directional prefixes encoding the path of a motion
event (Talmy, [1985] 2007).
• Relatively simple systems presenting a binary contrast between the
translocative and cislocative motion.
• Newly developed functions that interact with tame.
• Variations in the attested grammaticalization processes of the AM
makers.




Labial Alveolar Retroflex Alveolo-palatal Palatal Velar
Voiceless stop p t c k
Voiceless aspirated stop ph th ch kh
Voiced stop b d ɟ g
Prenasalized stop mb nd ɲɟ ŋg
Voiceless affricate ts tʂ tɕ
Voiceless aspirated affricate tsh tʂh tɕh
Voiced affricate dz dʑ
Prenasalized affricate ndz ndʐ ndʑ
Voiceless fricative s ɕ x
Voiced fricative v z ʑ
Nasal m n ɲ ŋ
Trill r




Close-mid e (ie, iə) ə o
Open-mid iɛ ɐ
Open a
• Syllable structure: (C)(C)C(C)V(C)(C), e.g. ˈpɕtə.pɕtwat ‘to pull with
force’; mbarkhājp ‘at Barkam’.
• Tonal system: interaction between tone and pitch accent
– Binary contrast between level (σ̄) and falling (σ̂) tones in default
final accented syllable position, e.g. tə-rpī ‘seed’ vs. tə-rpî ‘wheat
bran’.
– Neutralization of tonal contrast when stress falls on a non-final
syllable (ˈσ) in particular morphological-syntactic processes.
2.2 Verbal morphology
• SOV as basic word order.
• Templatic morphology showing a strong tendency of prefixation.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
mə- u-, etc. o- ɕɐ- ˈo- tə- kə- Σ -ŋ, etc.
ma- ˈna- ɟɐ- o- -s
o-
inter Directional irr cisloc ifr 2 3ns.intr. Verb Personal suffixes
neg sens transloc 3ns.tr. stem pst
inv
– Person indexation; inverse marking according to the Person Hi-
erarchy 1>2>3. (Zhang, 2016, 104-130)
– Stem alternations marking tame, person, transitivity, etc. (Zhang,
forthcoming).
– tame domain and directional prefixes
∗ Directional prefixes, slot 2 (see section 4.1)
∗ am, slot 4
3 Associated motion in Brag-dbar Situ
3.1 Morphology
3.1.1 Interruption of the leftward spread chain of the o
• Interruption of the leftward spread chain of several (quasi-)homophonous
o prefixes, i.e. ifr ˈo-, irr o-, inv/3ns.pst.tr. o-,pass/recp o-, the
lexicalized tranisitivizer o-, if the negative prefix ma- is absent (exam-
ple 3)

























‘Now he has not come.’
3.1.2 Dissimilation of the ɐ a vocalism
• /rɐ-ɟɐ/ɕɐ-/ → [rə.ɟɐ/ɕɐ] (5)
• /na-ɟɐ/ɕɐ-/ → [nə.ɟɐ/ɕɐ] → neutralization of the contrast between nə-






















‘Come (downstream) and wash the clothes.’ (Elicitation)
3.2 Parameters of AM in Brag-dbar Situ




Temporal relation Motion prior to action
Deixis Tranlocative Cislocative
Grammatical function of the moving entity S/A
Vertical dimension
Degree of event integration higher lower
Volitionality +/- +
Purpose +/- +
3.2.1 Grammatical function of the moving entities
• Accusative alignment of the am.
• Causative constructions: both the A (causer) (7a) and P (causee) (7b)


































‘The leaders made us to go to discuss (the amount that) each
group should get, and then...’
3.2.2 Degree of event integration
• Degree of event integration: separability of the motion from the action
(Jacques et al., 2018)

























‘I came to see you, but you were not here, so I did not see you.’

















‘What did you come to do?’ (Jacques et al., 2018) (realization
of the motion)
3.2.3 Volitionality
• Translocative prefix ɕɐ-: compatible with both volitional (10 ka-ptɕhət̄
‘to abandon’) and non-volitional (11 ka-ptɕhət̄ ‘to abandon’, 12 kə-ŋɐŝ
‘to be’) verbs.







































‘My key was lost, I’ve looked for it everywhere, but I did not find it,





















‘My mother’s grandfather was there, together with those who were
waiting for (the leopard).’
3.3 Motion verb construction in Brag-dbar Situ
• Motion verb construction (mvc): V1 action verb + V2 motion verb.
– Action verb: non-finite, marked by the supine nmlz kə-, prefixed
by the possessive prefix co-referential with the P in case of tran-
sitive verbs.
– Motion verb: finite (tame marking and person indexation)
• Expression of the purpose:
– Low degree of event integration (separability of the motion from
the action)
– Volitionality
– Interchangeable with am when the purpose is involved in am.















‘I came to see you, but you were not here, so I did not see you.’
(Jacques et al., 2018)
4 TAME function of the translocative prefix ɕɐ-
4.1 Directional prefixes in Brag-dbar Situ
• Double functions of the directional prefixes:
– Spatial function of the directional prefixes:
Dimension Prefixal form Direction
Vertical dimension rɐ- ‘upwards’na- ‘downwards’
River/solar dimension u- ‘Upstream/eastward’nə- ‘Downstream/westward’
– tame function of the directional prefixes:
Directional prefix Other prefix Stem
Factual I/I’
Imperative u-, nə-, rɐ-, na- I/I’
Irrealis u-, nə-, rɐ-, na- o- I/I’
Sensory ˈna- I/I’
Egophoric u- II/II’
Perfective u-, nə-, rɐ-, na- II/II’
Past Imperfective na- II/II’
Inferential perfective u-, nə-, rɐ-, na- ˈo- I/I’
Inferential imperfective na- ˈo- I/I’
• Directional prefixes with different classes of verbs:
– Motion verbs: Spatial function + tempo-modalizer (example
14).
– Verbs whose directional prefix is lexically determined: tempo-
modalizer1(example 15)





















(15) ka-ndziɛ ̂ ‘manger’ (Elicitation)
a. Perfective
1This class of verbs can be further divided into two sub-classes: those whose directional
prefix is semantically determined, such as ka-rwās ‘to get up’, selecting rɐ- ‘upwards’, and













4.2 Interaction between the directional and the translocative
prefix in non-Inferential
• Prefixation of ɕɐ- creates new motion verbs – combination of different
directional prefixes depending on the direction of the motion2.
• Example of lowoɕāŋ ka-wiɛt̄ ‘to wear Tibetan garment’, selecting rɐ-
‘upwards’ as its default directional prefix.
– With default directional prefixes (16)






















‘Go (upwards) your home and wear Tibetan garment (The house










‘Go (downwards) your home and wear Tibetan garment (The
house is located downwards from the current location).’
2Non-motion verbs can also combine with different directional prefixes after the pre-










‘Go (upstream) your home and wear Tibetan garment (The house










‘Go (downstream) your home and wear Tibetan garment (The
house is located downstream from the current location).’
4.3 Translocative prefix ɕɐ- in Inferential
• The translocative prefix ɕɐ- interacts with the inferential marker, al-
lows a resultative interpretation and emphasizes on the information
inferred from a kind of direct evidence, like the Perfect experiential









‘He had worn a fox fur hat.’ (The informant was describing a







‘I got my clothes on backwards.’ (I realized the fact because I
saw my clothes on backwards.)
• The verb must take its default directional prefix, regardless of the
prefixation of ɕɐ-.
– In (19a), the translocative prefixed verb ka-mōp ‘to drink’ takes its
default directional prefix na- ‘downwards’ in its Inferential form,
although the place where Dpallan drunk wine is Cogtse, located
in the upstream. The form *u-ˈɕo-mop is not accepted.
– The directional prefix u- ‘upstream’ is compatible in (19b), since









‘Dpallan must have drunk wine at Cogtse.’ (The second day
when Dpallan came home, he had smells of alcohol or he has









‘Dpalldan went (upstream) to Cogtse to drink wine.’
• Possible semantic evolution trigered by the non-volitionality of the
verb:
– Translocative motion > Physical distance of the reference point
> Temporal/figurative distance
5 Prospective use of the cislocative prefix ɟɐ-
• The cislocative prefix as the prospective marker is shared feature in
Situ dialects (Lin, 2003; Jacques, 2013; Prins, 2016, 461-464).
• Prospective in Brag-dbar:
– Formation: directional prefix + cisloc + Stem II/II’
– Prospective function of the prefix ɟɐ-
∗ Non-volitional verbs, (20a)























‘After the venin of the snake had spread through his body, he

























‘The leopard has almost eliminated our sheep.’ (Elicitation)
• Possible grammaticalization pathway: cislocative (spatial proxima-
tion) > prospective (temporal/figurative proximation)
– Similar case in Iraqw (Cushitic): venitive > future marker (Heine
and Kuteva, 2002, 308-309).
6 AM in Rgyalrongic languages
• Variations in the attested grammaticalization processes of the AM
makers in Rgyalrongic languages
– Khroskyabs Rgyalrongic: bipartite construction (Lai, Manuscript)
– Rgyalrong languages: dedicated prefixes:
∗ Situ: cislocative → aspectual marker
∗ Northern Rgyalrong languages: ∅
– Variations in the grammaticalization processes of the transloca-
tive:
∗ Khroskyabs: → prospective
∗ Japhug (Northern Rgyalrong): → apprehensive
∗ Brag-dbar (Situ): → Interaction with inferential
• Position of the am markers in the verbal template
Japhug irr neg/inter ma Directional Person
Zbu irr neg/inter ma Directional Person
Cogtse (Situ) irr neg/inter Directional ma Person
Brag-dbar (Situ) neg/inter Directional irr ma Person
Kyom-kyo (Situ) irr neg/inter Directional Person ma
– Possible restructuration of the verbal template in Situ: Aspect,
temps > Mood (Bybee, 1985, 33-35).
• Degree of event integration: diachronically unstable (Jacques et al.,
2018)
– Japhug: high degree of event integration
– Brag-dbar: low degree of event integration
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